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Absolute qualitative judgments about wine are controversial. For decades, in magazines, 
newspapers and wine competitions, I’ve been picking up glasses and proclaiming them to be 
worth 95/100, given them gold or five stars, or said they were rubbish, but there is no one, simple 
empirical measurement to take. Tasters use different equipment and there are cultural 
differences, so there are subjective elements to it. 

If, however, you gather together experienced tasters, they should be able to reach some 
agreement first on whether a wine is fault free and, then,whether it’s a good example of what it 
claims to be. For example, when judging chablis, a well-known style, you would ask yourself how 
typical the sample was, whether it was an insipid light version, or a more intense, complex one, 
and then you would score appropriately. 

Wines are generally assessed blind — without seeing the label — which makes it interesting to see 
that some names win awards year on year. I recall doing a blind tasting for the late, lamented, 
Wine Ireland magazine more than a decade ago, where we tasted about 20 chablis and 20 chablis 
premier cru. The winning wine in each case came from the La Chablisienne co-operative. 

These days, I judge regularly for the International Wine Challenge (IWC) and was delighted to 
see that some things never change, when the 2016 results awarded La Chablisienne five golds 
and seven silver medals, along with the title “White Winemaker of the Year”. Its wines are widely 
available through independents and it makes Marks and Spencer’s chablis. 

Another brand with more medals than a Soviet era general is Lustau sherry. This year the IWC 
has given it a special award for consistency over five years. Mitchell’s imports, sells and distribute 
its wines. Try a trendy tangy unfiltered en rama fino or manzanilla, both €21.50, but the real 
glories are some of the older, fabulously complex, dry olorosos, amontillados and palo cortados 
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such as its Peninsula palo cortado, €30. 

One of the more interesting sides to blind-tasting is how well the big producers do. It’s popular 
among critics, hipster sommeliers and bloggers to rubbish the giants. This year at the IWC Wolf 
Blass won seven gold medals, a trophy and the “Red Winemaker of the Year” title. In the rival 
Decanter World Wine Awards, Wolf Blass Gold Label chardonnay 2014 won a platinum award, its 
equivalent of best of the best international trophy. That’ll upset all those who are dismissive of 
big brands. 

Wine isn’t about status or branding but what’s in the glass. The results at 
internationalwinechallenge.com help to nail that.Martin recommendsChampion drink €16.95 
Mirabeau Côtes de Provence Rosé 2015; O’Briens. IWC’s “Great Value Champion” rosé gives you 
classic rosé strawberries and cream. (The second bottle is half price.)Drink of champions €18.95-
€19.99Chablis La Pierrelée, 2013; the Vintry, McHugh’s, Martins. A silver-medal winner in the 
2015 IWC, showing classic pear fruit and stony notes. 
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